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Abstract — Today’s mobile consumer electronics devices,
such as smartphones and tablets, are required to execute a
wide variety of applications efficiently. To this end modern
application processors integrate both general-purpose CPU
cores and specialized accelerators. Energy efficiency is the
primary design goal for those processors, which has recently
rekindled interest in neural network accelerators. Neural
network accelerators trade the accuracy of computation for
performance and energy efficiency and are suitable for errortolerant media applications such as video and audio
processing. However, most existing accelerators only exploit
inter-neuron parallelism and leave processing elements
underutilized when the number of neurons in a layer is small.
Thus, this paper proposes a novel neural network accelerator
that can efficiently exploit both inter- and intra-neuron
parallelism. For five applications the proposed accelerator
achieves average speedups of 126% and 23% over a generalpurpose CPU and a state-of-the-art accelerator exploiting
inter-neuron parallelism only, respectively. Besides, the
proposed accelerator saves energy consumption by 22% over
the state-of-the-art accelerator1.
Index Terms — hardware accelerator, neural network, lowpower, scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s mobile consumer electronics devices are required
to execute a variety of applications such as web browsers,
media players, games, and so on. These devices are, in effect,
becoming a new class of general-purpose computers for which
new applications are continuously updated and added
throughout their lifetime. For example, some mobile devices,
such as smartphones and tablets, already have thousands of
applications available for installation.
Many compelling applications have recently emerged to
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enhance user experience to an unprecedented level, such as
image search [1], speech recognition [2], and so on. By
autonomously perceiving the user’s needs, mobile devices can
provide personalized, context-aware services that were not
previously possible [3].
However, these emerging
applications demand a large amount of computation, and it is
very challenging to execute them efficiently on batterypowered mobile devices [4].
To deliver both high performance and energy efficiency,
application-specific accelerators, along with general-purpose
CPU cores, are commonly employed on mobile application
processors [5]. Among them neural network accelerators have
recently drawn much attention for their broad applicability
and high efficiency [3], [4], [6]. Neural network accelerators
effectively implement approximate functions for applications
that can tolerate errors in the program output, thus trading the
output quality for performance and energy efficiency. For
example, video processing applications can tolerate a small
number of errors (i.e., broken pixels) with little degradation of
user experience. This kind of approximation [7]-[9] is
applicable to other domains as well, such as image search [1],
speech recognition [2], data search and mining [10].
Among a variety of neural network models, Multi-Layer
Perception (MLP) [11] is one of the most popular ones for its
applicability and flexibility. MLP is a feedforward artificial
neural network and consists of multiple layers with varying
numbers of neurons, where every pair of adjacent layers are
fully connected. MLP is usually trained by a back-propagation
algorithm [12], using the original function's input-output pairs
only. However, most of the hardware MLP accelerators
exploit only inter-neuron parallelism (or node parallelism),
hence underutilizing hardware resources, especially when the
number of neurons for a layer is smaller than the number of
available processing elements [6].
To address this limitation, this paper proposes a novel
hardware MLP accelerator that can exploit both inter- and
intra-neuron parallelism. The proposed MLP accelerator
allocates multiple processing elements to a single neuron if
there are fewer neurons than the number of processing
elements (PEs) for a given layer. With intelligent scheduling
for executing neurons, the proposed accelerator achieves
significantly higher resource utilization than a state-of-the-art
MLP accelerator [6], hence yielding superior performance and
energy efficiency. To demonstrate this, five programs are
taken from various application domains of consumer
electronics, including image compression, object recognition,
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Fig. 1. Image quality degradation with increasing bit error rate.

3D gaming, and robotics. Among them a Sobel edge detector
is presented in greater detail as an application case study.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Approximate Computing for Energy Efficiency
Human visual and auditory systems are known to be
tolerant of errors in video and audio data. Many popular
compression standards for media data (e.g., jpeg, mp3, h.264)
are lossy in that they lose a small fraction of data bits to
maximize compression ratio [13], [14]. Likewise, approximate
computing trades the accuracy of computation primarily for
reduction in the amount of computation, hence improving
performance and energy efficiency while maintaining a “good
enough” quality of the program output. This approach can be
applied to non-media processing applications as well, such as
speech recognition, face recognition, augmented reality, bigdata analytics, and so on [15].
Fig. 1 illustrates the degradation of image quality when a
varying number of least significant bits (LSBs) (two, four, and
six) in each 8-bit color component are set to zero. Each image
is annotated with Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) in
decibel (dB). Even with four broken LSBs the image quality is
still acceptable; only with 6 broken LSBs the image quality is
noticeably degraded.
Therefore, by applying approximation judiciously, it is
feasible to reduce energy consumption greatly without
degrading user experience (i.e., quality degradation is (almost)
not perceivable by the user). This is particularly attractive on
energy-constrained consumer electronics devices such as
smartphones and wearable devices. Relaxing the overly
restrictive correctness measure of program outcomes opens up
opportunities for maximizing battery life and reducing
operating temperature, hence improving user satisfaction.
B. Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) Neural Networks
To realize effective approximation, neural network
accelerators have recently drawn much interest from the
research community. A neural network is a system of
interconnected neurons, which collectively approximates a
function that would be expensive to calculate precisely. Each
synapse, which connects a pair of neurons, has a weight that
quantifies connection strength between them. A neural
network is trained, typically using a fixed input set, to
determine synaptic weights.
While there are a number of different kinds of neural
networks [7]-[9], [11], [16], Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) is

Fig. 2. Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) network with a 1-4-4-2 topology.

one of the most popular ones for its applicability and
flexibility. Fig. 2 illustrates an MLP network with four
layers—one input layer (I), two hidden layers (H1 and H2),
and one output layer (O). All neurons between a pair of
adjacent layers are fully connected.
The number of neurons in the input and output layers is
determined by the number of input and output parameters of
the function being approximated. For example, the function
being modeled in Fig. 2 takes one input and generates two
outputs. The number of hidden layers and the number of
neurons for each of them are configured in a training process.
MLP networks are typically trained with a back-propagation
algorithm [12] to adjust the synaptic weights of the network to
minimize error rate (e.g., mean square error (MSE)).
Once training is completed, output values are calculated by
activating neurons from the input layer towards the output
layer. Each neuron in the network first calculates a weighted
sum on its inputs using synaptic weights, and then applies a
sigmoid function (sigmoid(x) = 1/[1+e-x]) to the weighted sum.
For example, the output from the second neuron in the second
hidden layer (labeled “H2_1”) is calculated to be
sigmoid(w0x0+w1x1+w2x2+w3x3), where wi is the synaptic
weight for the incoming edge from neuron H1_i and xi is the
output of the neuron.
Since data dependences exist only between layers but not
within a layer, all neurons in the same layer can be activated
in parallel. This is called inter-neuron parallelism, or node
parallelism. Fig. 3 illustrates an example schedule of the MLP
network in Fig. 2 on a neural network accelerator with 8
processing elements (PEs). In the figure Hi_j denotes j-th
neuron in hidden layer i, and O_j j-th neuron in the output
layer. This schedule activates all neurons in a layer
concurrently to exploit inter-neuron parallelism. Once
execution of the layer is finished, the neurons broadcast their
output values (labeled “Communication” in Fig. 3), which will
be used as input values in the next layer.
However, inter-neuron parallelism is generally not
sufficient to fully utilize the available PEs when the number of
neurons in a layer is smaller than that of PEs. Fig. 3
demonstrates that the MLP network in Fig. 2 utilizes at most 4
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Fig. 4. MLP schedule with both inter- and intra-neuron parallelism.

Fig. 3. MLP schedule with inter-neuron parallelism only.

PEs because all layers have 4 or fewer neurons. This resource
underutilization problem will likely be more pronounced in
the future with an increasing number of PEs on a chip.
To fully utilize PEs, it is highly desirable to exploit intraneuron parallelism as well as inter-neuron parallelism. If the
number of neurons is smaller than the number of PEs as in
Fig. 3, the scheduler may allocate more than one PEs for one
neuron. In this case each PE is responsible for calculating a
weighted sum for a disjoint subset of the inputs, which will be
merged into a single weighted sum. However, most of the
existing neural network accelerators exploit only inter-neuron
parallelism. Therefore, this paper introduces a novel MLP
network accelerator, which effectively exploits both inter- and
intra-neuron parallelism.

phases PEs send and receive data via a shared bus (shown by
white boxes). A communication box in Fig. 4 is labeled with
the identifier of data being transferred.
Whenever there are more PEs available than the number of
neurons in a layer, the accelerator allocates multiple PEs to
each neuron to exploit intra-neuron parallelism. This is
different from the resource allocation strategy of a state-ofthe-art MLP accelerator [6], where each neuron is allocated
only one PE. For example, there are four neurons in H2 layer
(H2_0 through H2_3), and each neuron is allocated two PEs
to calculate its weighted sum. PE0 calculates a partial
weighted sum for the first two inputs from H1_0 and H1_1,
and PE1 for the last two inputs from H1_2 and H1_3. Once
partial weighted sums are obtained, PE1 sends the partial sum
to PE0 identified with a label of H2_(0,1), where the three
numbers indicate layer number, neuron number, and local PE

III. MLP ACCELERATOR DESIGN
This section presents the design and implementation of an
MLP neural network accelerator that can efficiently exploit
both inter- and intra-neuron parallelism. It aims to maximize
resource utilization, hence minimizing idling time in PEs.
A. Execution Model
Fig. 4 shows an execution schedule for the neural network
in Fig. 2 (with a 1-4-4-2 topology) on the proposed MLP
network accelerator. It alternates between computation and
communication phases until the output is obtained.
Computation phases include calculation of weighted sums and
sigmoid function (shown by shaded boxes). In communication

Fig. 5. Hardware organization of the proposed accelerator.
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TABLE I
COMMAND ENCODINGS IN WEIGHT BUFFER
3-bit Encoding

000
100
101
110 (merge)
111 (merge)

Command
Weighted-sum execution only
Weighted-sum passes through sigmoid unit and is
written to output buffer
Weighted-sum bypasses sigmoid unit and is written
to output buffer
Partial weighted-sums are merged from
neighboring PEs, and the result is written to output
buffer after sigmoid
Partial weighted-sums are merged from
neighboring PEs, and the result is written to output
buffer without applying sigmoid

identifier, respectively. The PE identifier is local within a
neuron and starts with zero. In case of layer H2, each neuron
has two PEs whose local PE identifiers are 0 and 1,
respectively. Then the two partial sums are merged at PE0 to
which a sigmoid function is applied to obtain the final output
for neuron H2_0. As long as each neuron has enough work to
do to amortize the cost of merging, the proposed accelerator
achieves higher resource utilization and hence performance.
B. Hardware Organization
Fig. 5(a) shows the organization of the proposed accelerator,
which is composed of eight PEs, input FIFO, configuration FIFO,
output FIFO, scheduler and scaling unit. Each PE communicates
with the other PEs and FIFOs through a shared bus. To provide
efficient pairwise communication for merging operations, the
shared bus can be divided into multiple segments on demand,
possibly using tri-state gates. This allows up to four neurons to
transfer intermediate data concurrently through the segmented
bus. The scheduler orchestrates communication among bus
masters and slaves. More specifically, the scheduler controls bus
transfers to send input values from the input FIFO to destination
PEs, weight values from the configuration FIFO to destination
PEs, and intermediate results from one PE to another. The
scaling unit is used to normalize the input and output values.
The internal organization of each PE is shown Fig. 5(b). The
fused multiply-adder (FMA) multiplies an input value by a
weight and accumulates the product using an accumulator
register. Once the accumulation process is completed, the result
is either sent to a higher-order local PE (if it is a partial weighted
sum), or fed into the sigmoid function (if it is a final weighted
sum for the neuron). The controller determines whether the PE
accumulates the products or merges the weighted sums from
neighboring PEs, based on a 3-bit command associated with each
entry in the weight buffer as shown in TABLE I.
C. Scheduler Operations
Communication between PEs and FIFOs are statically
scheduled. The bus scheduler in the accelerator (Fig. 5(a))
orchestrates bus transactions between masters and slaves. The
training process produces not only a topology and synaptic
weights but also a bus schedule as well. This information is
loaded into the scheduler through configuration FIFO during an
initialization phase.

Fig. 6. MLP schedule with both inter- and intra-neuron parallelism in a 216-4-2 topology.

Fig. 6 shows an execution schedule of Inversek2j, a
robotics application, with a 2-16-4-2 topology on the proposed
accelerator with 8 PEs. More details about the application are
available in Section IV. The first hidden layer (H1) has
enough number of neurons, and inter-neuron parallelism is
sufficient to fully utilize the PEs. However, the second hidden
TABLE II
BUS TRANSACTION SCHEDULE BETWEEN H1 AND H2 FOR INVERSEK2J

STEP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SENDER
(H1 – 16 NEURONS)
NEURON

PE

H1_0
H1_1
H1_2
H1_3
H1_4
H1_5
H1_6
H1_7
H1_8
H1_9
H1_10
H1_11
H1_12
H1_13
H1_14
H1_15

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

RECEIVERS
(H2 – 4 NEURONS)
(NEURON,
LOCALID)
H2_(*, 0)
H2_(*, 0)
H2_(*, 0)
H2_(*, 0)
H2_(*, 0)
H2_(*, 0)
H2_(*, 0)
H2_(*, 0)
H2_(*, 1)
H2_(*, 1)
H2_(*, 1)
H2_(*, 1)
H2_(*, 1)
H2_(*, 1)
H2_(*, 1)
H2_(*, 1)

PE
0, 2, 4, 6
0, 2, 4, 6
0, 2, 4, 6
0, 2, 4, 6
0, 2, 4, 6
0, 2, 4, 6
0, 2, 4, 6
0, 2, 4, 6
1, 3, 5, 7
1, 3, 5, 7
1, 3, 5, 7
1, 3, 5, 7
1, 3, 5, 7
1, 3, 5, 7
1, 3, 5, 7
1, 3, 5, 7
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Fig. 7. MLP schedule with both inter- and intra-neuron parallelism in a 2-16-4-2 topology.

layer (H2) has only four neurons; thus, intra-neuron
parallelism is exploited as well, to improve resource
utilization. It is also applied to the output layer (O).
TABLE II shows a bus transaction schedule between two
hidden layers (H1 and H2). The outputs from H1 neurons are
broadcast to H2 neurons over 16 transactions. Since a neuron
in H2 layer is allocated two PEs, one PE (with LocalID=0)
receives the first half of the outputs from H1, and the other PE
(with LocalID=1) the second half. Fig. 7 shows an execution
schedule when the number of PEs increases to 16.
Algorithm 1 presents a pseudo code that finds a neuron-toPE mapping at a given layer. The algorithm returns a range of
PE IDs (from peidmin to peidmax, inclusive) allocated to the
given neuron whose ID is nid. If the number of neurons (N) in
this layer is divisible by the number of PEs (P), only interneuron parallelism will be exploited to fully utilize the PEs [6].
The first hidden layer (H1) of inversek2j in Fig. 6 is such an
example with N equal to 16.
If N is not divisible by P, the number of residual neurons
(R) is not zero, and intra-neuron parallelism may be exploited
when executing them. Fig. 8 demonstrates such an example
with a 1-8-9-2 topology. The second hidden layer (H2) has 9
neurons, which is not a multiple of P. During the first round
of execution 8 PEs are allocated to 8 neurons (H2_0 through
H2_7) to exploit inter-neuron parallelism only. During the
second (last) round there is only one residual neuron (i.e.,

H2_8), which exploits only intra-neuron parallelism to use all
8 PEs to calculate partial sums in parallel.
Fig. 9 shows another example of exploiting intra-neuron
parallelism with a 1-8-3-2 topology. The second hidden layer
(H2) has only three neurons, which does not divide the
Algorithm 1. Finding a neuron-to-PE mapping
Input: P (Number of PEs),
N (Number of neurons in this layer),
nid (Neuron’s ID, 0 ≤ nid < N)
Output: peidmin, peidmax (a range of PE IDs allocated to the
neuron, 0 ≤ peidmin ≤ peidmax < P)
Q = N / P; // number of rounds with inter-neuron
parallelism
R = N mod P; // number of residual neurons
if ( nid < Q * P )
// exploiting inter-neuron parallelism only (1 PE/neuron)
peidmin = peidmax = nid mod P;
else
// exploiting intra-neuron parallelism (≥ 1 PEs/neuron)
PEsPerNeuron = P / R;
peidmin = (nid mod P) * PEsPerNeuron;
peidmax = peidmin + (PEsPerNeuron - 1);
endif
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Fig. 9. MLP schedule with both inter- and intra-neuron parallelism in a 18-3-2 topology.

Fig. 8. MLP schedule with both inter- and intra-neuron parallelism in a 18-9-2 topology.

number of PEs (P=8). In this case only two PEs are allocated
to each neuron, and the remaining two PEs are left idle. As
each neuron is required to calculate the sum of eight products
by taking the outputs from H1_0 through H1_7, a PE
calculates four products per each. Note that exploiting intraneuron parallelism comes with a cost of merging. In this case,
a single merge step combines the results from two PEs (i.e.,
adds two partial sums) for each neuron. In general, if a neuron
is executed over Pintra PEs, the computation time is reduced by
a factor of Pintra at the cost of merging proportional to log2Pintra.
A quantitative analysis in Section IV demonstrates that
exploiting intra-neuron parallelism pays off in terms of both
performance and energy efficiency.
D. CPU Interface
In typical use cases functions that can be approximated in
an application are offloaded to the proposed MLP accelerator.
Therefore, the host CPU must have an interface to control the
operation of the accelerator and transfer data to and from it.
As presented in Section 3.B, the accelerator exposes three

FIFOs for communication with the CPU. To access theses
FIFOs, the instruction set architecture (ISA) of the CPU is
extended with three new instructions: (1) put.data($reg) to
enqueue the value of $reg to the input FIFO; (2) get.data($reg)
to dequeue a data element from the output FIFO to $reg; (3)
put.config($reg) to enqueue the value of $reg to the config
FIFO. The instructions are summarized in TABLE III. Using
these three instructions, the hardware accelerator can be
configured, and can execute the function with given inputs.
Typically, the topology of the neural network, including the
number of neurons for each layer and synaptic weights, is
encoded and communicated to the accelerator with multiple
invocations of put.config($reg) instruction. In the setup of this
paper, the topology is determined by an offline learning
algorithm based on back propagation [12]. Then the CPU
sends input data by invoking put.data($reg) instructions to
commence function execution. Finally, return values are read
from the output FIFO by the CPU using get.data($reg)
instructions. Note that all three instructions in Table III are
blocking; put (get) instructions will be blocked if the FIFO is
full (empty).

TABLE III
ISA EXTENSIONS
Instruction

Descriptions

put.data($reg)
get.data($reg)
put.config($reg)

Enqueue the value of $reg to input FIFO
Dequeue a data element from output FIFO
Enqueue the value of $reg to configuration FIFO
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APPLICATION LIST

IV. EVALUATION
A. Methodology
To train the neural network (i.e., to determine topology and
synaptic weights) a back-propagation algorithm taken from
Fast Artificial Neural Network (FANN) library [17] is used.
This training procedure is performed offline for each
application. For fair comparison a separate training set of the
input is used for training; another test set is used for
evaluation.
The unrestricted topology space is too large, so this work
limits the number of hidden layers to up to two and the number
of neurons per hidden layer to power of two with a maximum of
32, following the common methodology of a state-of-the-art
MLP accelerator [6]. With these limitations, the number of
possible topologies is reduced to 30. Note that these limitations
are imposed just to keep the training time manageable, and that
there are no fundamental limitations that prevent the proposed
accelerator from accommodating more complex topologies—for
example, with more than two hidden layers, an odd number of
neurons per layer, and so on. If the number of PEs are greater
than the number of neurons, PEs are fairly distributed to all
neurons in a layer (e.g., 2 PEs/neuron if there are 8 PEs and the
layer in question has 4 neurons); if there are fewer PEs than the
number of neurons, it takes multiple iterations to calculate the
results of the layer, and only the last iteration exploits intraneuron parallelism (if exists).
The cycle-level performance model of the proposed accelerator
builds on an open-source processor simulator [18]. The CPU
model is based on the x86 ISA with 32KB L1 instruction cache,
32KB L1 data cache, and 2MB unified L2 cache. To estimate the
area and power consumption of the accelerator, a Register-Transfer
Level (RTL) Verilog model is implemented and synthesized using
a 45nm standard cell library [19].
Five applications are selected for evaluation as summarized
in TABLE IV [6]: Blackscholes, Jpeg, Sobel, Jmeint, and
Inversek2j. These applications satisfy the following three
requirements for approximation. First, they have at least one
hot function that can be approximated. Second, the output of
the program can tolerate a small degree of quality degradation.
Third, the inputs and outputs are well defined such that a fixed
input always produces the same output deterministically. For
evaluation the results from the functions offloaded to the
accelerator (instead of the entire program) are gathered and
reported as the portion of approximable regions can vary
widely across applications.
B. Training Results
TABLE V summarizes the results of training using the
FANN library. The topology is obtained using a training set of
the input, and the error rate is measured using a test set of the
input. Error rates are measured using different metrics
depending on the applications as discussed below.
Blackscholes is a mathematical model to predict the
financial market. This algorithm includes a function that
solves a differential equation estimating an option price over

Application

Descriptions

Blackscholes

Predicts the price of options

Jpeg
Sobel
Jmeint
Inversek2j

JPEG encoding
Sobel edge detector
Triangle intersection detection
Inverse kinematics for 2-joint arm

Domain
Financial market
prediction
Compression
Image processing
3D gaming
Robotics

TABLE V
TRAINING RESULTS
Application

Topology

Error metric

Error

Blackscholes
Jpeg
Sobel
Jmeint
Inversek2j

6-32-2-1
64-32-64
9-16-1
18-8-4-1
2-16-4-2

Fraction of prediction errors
Average relative error
Average relative error
Misclassification rate
Average relative error

9.57%
6.89%
7.07%
7.04%
5.08%

time, which is approximated. The error rate is measured by the
fraction of estimated prices that deviate from the real prices
beyond a certain threshold. Jpeg is a widely used image
compression algorithm. Functions for discrete cosine
transform and quantization are approximated. The error metric
is a relative error of pixel values averaged over all RGB
components in an image. Sobel filter is used to detect edges in
an input image. It uses 3x3 matrix convolution to estimate the
image’s intensity gradient, which is approximated. As it
generates a filtered output image, the error metric is average
relative error, which is the same as Jpeg. Jmeint is a
commonly used algorithm for 3D gaming. This algorithm
detects an intersection between a pair of 3D triangles to
produce one-bit output. Therefore, the error metric is
misclassification rate. Inversek2j is a robotics application,
which produces numeric outputs, so average relative error is
used as error metric.
Overall, the trained neural network produces the output of
an acceptable quality with an average error rate of 7.13% with
a maximum error rate of 9.57% for Blackscholes. The
reported error rates are comparable with other related work [6].
C. Performance, Area, and Energy Consumption
Fig. 10 shows performance speedups normalized to CPUonly execution of the original, precise version of the function.
Esmaeilzadeh et al [6] represent a state-of-the-art neural
network accelerator that exploits inter-neuron parallelism only,
to allocate one processing element (PE) for each neuron. For

Fig. 10. Execution time evaluation of hardware accelerator
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V. RELATED WORK

Fig. 11. Application example of the proposed MLP accelerator for Sobel
edge detection.

the five applications the proposed accelerator achieves an
average speedup of 126% over CPU-only execution and 23%
over the state-of-the-art accelerator. Speedups over the stateof-the-art are higher for those applications with layers that
cannot fully exploit PEs (i.e., number of neurons in a layer is
either small or not divisible by PE count). However, no
speedup is achieved for Jpeg as both accelerators have the
same neuron-to-PE allocation due to a 64-32-64 topology.
According to synthesis results using a Verilog RTL model
of the proposed accelerator targeting a 45nm technology, it
achieves energy savings of 22% on average (calculated by a
product of estimated power and execution time) while
incurring only about 9% area overhead compared to the stateof-the-art accelerator.
D. Application Case Study: Sobel Filter for Edge Detection
Sobel filter [20] is one of the most widely used edge
detection algorithms to enable many interactive, media-rich
applications such as augmented reality, object recognition,
and image search. These applications are both computeintensive and tolerant of bit errors to make excellent targets
for neural acceleration [6].
Fig. 11 shows the results of applying two versions of Sobel
filters to the original image in Fig. 11(a). Fig. 11(b) shows the
output from the precise Sobel filter, whereas Fig. 11(c) the
output from the proposed neural network accelerator. Their
difference is hardly detectable by human eyes with an average
error rate of only 7.07%. While maintaining acceptable quality,
the proposed accelerator reduces execution time by 77.6% and
33.1%, compared to the baseline CPU and the state-of-the-art
MLP accelerator [6], respectively. This accelerator can be
used to enable real-time augmented reality applications on
energy-constrained mobile devices, for example.

Recently, techniques to reduce energy consumption via
approximation have been actively investigated, as energy
efficiency becomes the primary design goal for all scales of
computing systems, including consumer electronics devices.
These techniques can be categorized into hardware-based
techniques and software-only techniques.
Several techniques require hardware modifications to
support approximation [6], [15], [21]. Truffle [21] is a
processor microarchitecture that exploits dual-voltage
operations, with high voltage for precise operations and low
voltage for approximate operations. EnerJ [15] extends a Java
type system to support both precise and approximate variables,
targeting an approximable microarchitecture like Truffle.
Then the compiler automatically generates code that maps
approximate variables to approximate storage and operations.
These approaches significantly increase the complexity of
hardware, and hence design and verification cost, as the
datapath and control logic have to maintain both correct and
approximate versions.
Esmaeilzadeh et al [6] propose a standalone neural
processing unit (NPU), which effectively offloads an
approximable function from the CPU to achieve higher
performance and energy efficiency. The programmer first
identifies approximable code regions, and the function input is
communicated to an NPU exploiting ISA extensions. The
NPU design is based on the MLP neural network model.
However, the NPU exploits only inter-neuron parallelism (but
not intra-neuron parallelism) to underutilize hardware
resources as demonstrated in Section IV.
Alternatively, there are software-only approaches to
approximate computing that do not require any hardware
modifications [22]. Typically, there are multiple versions of a
function with different quality-efficiency tradeoffs, and the
runtime system chooses an optimal version (e.g., with minimal
energy consumption) while satisfying the user-specified
quality goal. However, they often require manual efforts to
produce an approximate code or annotate their code using
language extensions for each application.
To reduce the programmer’s burden, compiler-based
approximation techniques [23]-[25] exploit compiler support
to generate multiple versions of a function and find an optimal
version during execution. Agarwal et al [24] propose code
perforation by discarding loop iterations to improve
performance and energy consumption. SAGE [23] accelerates
graphic programs on GPUs by choosing the multiple
approximate kernels at the runtime. However, these (almost)
automated software-only techniques have limited applicability
and often produce the output of an unacceptable quality.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel neural network accelerator
based on Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) that can efficiently
exploit both inter- and intra-neuron parallelism. Evaluation
with five error-tolerant applications in various domains
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including image processing, compression, financial option
pricing, and robotics, the proposed accelerator achieves
average speedups of 126% and 23% over CPU and a state-ofthe-art MLP accelerator exploiting inter-neuron parallelism
only, respectively. Also, the proposed accelerator provides
energy-savings of 22% with area overhead of only 9%
compared to the state-of-the-art accelerator.
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